
 

 

  

  
 

 

Dear Concern, 
 

We take Immense pleasure Introducing ourselves as B.N.Thakker & Sons., head 

quartered In Mumbai, with our own O

providing Custom Clearance, Forwarding, Transportation, Warehousing & 

Port Handling and all other Logistics Services.

 

 
Our company was incorporated
responsibility. 
 
We provide complete package for Sea trade and 

different category of cargo and our working ph

always come first. We aim to become b

expert advice and solutions to all Importing and E

needs. 
 

We have a dedicated and professional team set up to handle the shipments with 

complete efficiency and effectiveness on arrival of shipments
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We can offer you best Freight from Mundra to your required Ports.  

 
We can assure you of below mentioned services for port stuffing. 
 
1. Careful carting at CFS and Covering of the Cargo.  
2. Immediate information provided to the shipper as the truck reaches the CFS. 
3. Fast carting and stuffing of cargo. 
4. Photos of Cargo covering/Stuffing as a proof of our services. 
5. Ample storage for your cargo 
  
We can assure you of below mentioned services for Factory stuffing. 

 
1. Economic transportation rates. 

2. Assurance of truck arrival on time at your factory. 
3. Safe transportation of your cargo. 

4. Delivery of container in sound condition. 
 
Please feel free to contact us for any further assistance required. 
 
We are looking forward to serve you. 

 
Thanks & Regards 
  
Sagar K. Thakker 

+91-98252 25250 
  

Komal K Thakker 
+91-98251 30402 
  
B. N. THAKKER & SONS 

ROOM NO.207, 2ND FLOOR, NILESH PARK 

BEHIND KDBA GYMKHNA 

GANDHIDHM-370201 
BASANT BANSAL (Manager Exports): +91-98252 27262 
ISHAQ CHAUHAN (Asst. Exports): +91-99250 34228 

GULSHAN BHANUSHALI (Sales & Pricing): +91-96018 75550 

Email ID:  bntcokdl@bntnco.com , pricing.mun@bntnco.com 


